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Abstract—To maintain appropriate yields in deeply scaled
technologies requires fault-tolerance of increasingly high fault
rates. These fault rates far exceed traditional general approaches such as ECC, particularly when faults accrue over
time. Effective fault tolerance at such high fault rates requires
detailed bit-level knowledge of the location of faulty cells. We
provide a solution to this problem in the form of a space
efficient, bit-level fault map called FLOWER. FLOWER utilizes
Bloom filters to provide detailed fault characterization for a
relatively small overhead. We demonstrate how FLOWER can
enable improved fault tolerance at high fault rates by enhancing existing fault tolerance proposals and yielding 10–100×
improvements. Using in-memory processing, FLOWER can
maintain a <2% performance overhead at 10−4 fault rates with
less than 2% loss of memory density to report bit-level faults
with high accuracy. Using a tuned novel hashing technique
called MinCI, FLOWER for memory achieves considerably
lower false positives than with disk-level hashing techniques at
a fraction of the performance overhead. With a new technique
to protect against errors during in-memory operations, PETAL
bits, FLOWER can remain resilient against random errors
while efficiently targeting predictable errors. Furthermore, we
propose a new fault tolerance scheme called FaME, which
provides ultra-efficient bit-level sparing by using the FLOWER
fault map to identify the location of faults. FLOWER+FaME
can achieve 14× longer PCM memory lifetime with half the
area overhead versus SECDED ECC.
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Figure 2. Fault mitigation requirements as fault rate increases, expanding
upon a similar figure shown in previous work on memory fault-tolerance [3].

DRAM higher charge variance leads to lower tolerable noise
margins, increased coupling exacerbating crosstalk [4]–[9],
and reduced retention times [9], [10]. In limited endurance
memories, such as Phase Change Memory (PCM) [11],
variation leads to faster wear-out.
Figure 1 links variation and faulty cell rate. A popular
assumption for process variation of recent technologies is
a 0.2 coefficient of variation (CoV) [12], [13]. If the initial
fault rate for 0.2 CoV was 10−6 , increasing the CoV to
0.25 or 0.3 increases the faulty cell rate to 10−4 or 10−3 ,
respectively.
Figure 2 qualitatively compares fault rate versus practicality of different error correction strategies, while Figure 3
quantitatively shows the area overhead required to achieve a
10−12 uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER). At cell fault rates
<10−12 no error correction is necessary. Between 10−8 and
10−12 , incorporating a small number (i.e., < 1/84, 000) of spare
memory rows is sufficient to replace any row that contained
a faulty cell with a fault free spare row [3]. Between 10−6
and 10−8 word-level 64,72 SECDED (single error correction,
double error detection) ECC is more space efficient than
row sparing. Up to 10−4 , word-level fault maps and spares
(e.g., ArchShield) become necessary to be space efficient [3].
Exceeding 10−4 , word-level replication becomes impractical.
The sharply increasing space overhead of 23% and 92%
at 10−3 and 10−2 fault rates, respectively, for ArchShield
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I. I NTRODUCTION
A critical limiting factor for computing performance
remains the ability to move increasingly large data sets to
and from the processor. As a result, the development of
increasingly dense main memories to hold these growing
working sets continues to be a focus for future computing
systems. DRAM fabrication continues to push to smaller
geometries while relying on increasingly complex multipatterning lithography, which in turn leads to larger process
variation. With continued issues related to capacitor scaling
and smaller processes on the horizon, future memories will
have to contend with further increasing process variation.
Unfortunately, increasing variation has important and
non-negligible side effects that negatively impact memory
reliability [1], [2]. Increased variation leads to more failed
cells reaching a 10−4 fault rate at fabrication time [3], [4]. In
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overhead, a respective 3× and 7× reduction compared to
ECP and Archshield, as shown in Figure 3.
In this paper we provide the following contributions:
• We propose FLOWER, a compact, efficient, bit-level
fault map to protect main memory, which supports
dynamic updates and scales efficiently at higher fault
rates of current and future deeply scaled technology.
• We propose minimum-cumulative intersection, a tuned
hashing technique, which has lower collisions for
moderately dense data than traditional (e.g., disk-level
hashing) techniques along with better performance.
• We show how FLOWER can use processing-in-memory
to construct fault vectors from multiple dimensions to
minimize memory traffic, and propose novel PETAL bits
for error correction of in-memory operations.
• We propose FaME, a new error correction strategy
that leverages the FLOWER bit-level fault map to
dramatically reduce storage overheads while maintaining
high fault tolerance for high fault rates.
• We provide area, fault tolerance, lifetime, and performance evaluations for FLOWER and FaME compared
to state-of-the-art fault-tolerance mechanisms.
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Figure 3. Faultmap area overhead to achieve a 10−12 effective fault rate
for different initial fault rates.

indicate bit-level strategies are necessary. Error correction
pointers (ECP) [14], a form of bit-level fault map and spares,
perform better than word level replication, which is in an
encouraging result for bit-level fault tolerance, but its space
overhead is still prohibitive.
In this paper, we propose FLOWER (Fine-grained, Low
Overhead Weak- and Error-prone-cell Registry), a space
and energy efficient bit-level fault map to enable main
memory fault tolerance in the presence of high fault incidence
rates (i.e., ≥10−4 ). FLOWER uses Bloom filters for its
implementation to ensure that it is both space efficient
and has a low access latency. While FLOWER can report
a small number of “phantom faults” or false positives
due to overlapping of the hashing functions, FLOWER is
guaranteed to report all “true faults.” We demonstrate that
the number of false positives are easily minimized through
effective multiple dimension hashing while maintaining the
same storage overhead. Further, leveraging processing-inmemory techniques, we demonstrate how FLOWER can
efficiently construct fault vectors from the multi-dimensional
fault map using the two most prominent instances of main
memory available: traditional DRAM and newly-released
PCM (Optane Persistent Memory) DIMMs [15].
We also demonstrate a new fault tolerance technique
enabled by FLOWER called Fault Map Enabled (FaME)
error correction. FaME distributes spare storage cells as
small numbers of auxiliary bits for each memory row. For
each memory access, FLOWER reports the location of the
faulty cells in that row and the FaME spare storage cells are
used in place of those bit locations. This avoids requiring
pointers to the fault locations within the row (ECP). FaME
also naturally protects auxiliary bit failures by including the
auxiliary bits in the fault map and sparing faulty auxiliary
bits. In contrast, ECP requires two pointers to correct one
failure in the auxiliary bits. As shown in Figure 3, FLOWER
with FaME has a significant advantage in space efficiency
over ECP.
Recent studies of commodity DRAM have demonstrated
potential fault rates reaching 10−4 [4]. FLOWER and FaME
provides the same 10−12 uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER)
with a 53% lower area overhead compared to ArchShield
at this fault rate. Moreover, endurance limited memories
like PCM may experience even higher fault rates. FLOWER
and FaME is scalable to a 10−2 fault rate using 12.5% area

II. BACKGROUND
In this section we discuss background on Bloom filters;
the origin, variety, and tolerance of faults for conventional
DRAM and emerging PCM; and prior work on fault maps.
A. Bloom Filters
Bloom filters [16] improve space and time efficiency
of checking set membership. Their application includes
search engines [17], DNA sequencing [18], and packet
classification [19]. Bloom filters typically appear in the form
of a bit array with a hash function, where an item hashed
to the corresponding bit in the array was set to ‘1.’ Multidimensional Bloom filters use multiple hashes where each
hash location in the array is set to ‘1.’ On checking set
membership, the bit corresponding to each hash function
is accessed, and only considered a member if each hashed
value returns ‘1.’ Because Bloom filters reduce the amount
of stored information, there is a chance to categorize a nonset member as a member. While this situation, referred to
as a false positive, may occur, the opposite case, where a
member is incorrectly classified as not being in the set (or a
false negative), cannot occur. While Bloom filter construction
(adding set members) is simple, items cannot be removed
without outside knowledge.
Many Bloom filter modifications have been developed to
suit particular applications [20]–[22]. In addition to adjusting
the Bloom filter structure, many studies and enhancements
have been performed on their hashing algorithms. The
goal of a multidimensional Bloom filter hash algorithm is
to produce independent random variables. This minimizes
the risk to hash into the same bin and ultimately, the
2
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occurrence of false positives. While traditional cryptographic
hash functions such as SHA-2 work well for this purpose,
faster non-cryptographic hash functions which approximate kindependence are often sufficient, such as Pearson’s hash [23]
and MurmurHash, the latter of which is used in Hadoop [24].

C. Existing Fault Maps
ECP [14] is essentially a fault-map combined with spare
bits distributed through row-level auxiliary bits. For stuck-at
faults at low error rates, ECP is more efficient than ECC but
sacrifices protection of transient faults. ECP has also been
adapted for DRAM [32], [34]. ArchShield [3] is a word-level
fault map combined with sparing proposed for DRAM. In its
design, each row contains two bits to set whether the row has
zero, one, or multiple faulty words in a row. A combination
of error correction (when possible) and replication is used
to maintain fault tolerance. Recently, SFaultMap, a bitlevel fault map focused on minimizing energy and targeting
sustainability [35] was proposed. SFaultMap is essentially a
compact hardware sparse matrix representation but has a high
performance penalty due to sequential searching of the map.
To add new faults, SFaultMap requires either pre-allocating
for new faults expansion per row or completely rebuilding
the fault map for every new fault. This reduces its value to
systems with endurance faults such as PCM.

B. Memory Failures and Mitigation
In this section we inspect DRAM and PCM errors and the
potential of FLOWER to assist in their fault tolerance.
1) DRAM: Certain DRAM victim cells experience wordline crosstalk faults when their stored charge is drained
prematurely due to the repeated charging of adjacent wordlines without being refreshed. Studies have demonstrated that
as few as 30,000 accesses to adjacent rows can manifest
in an incorrectly stored data bit [2]. Proposed solutions
include ECC, counters [25], probabilistic refreshing [2], more
frequent refresh, and protection of weak (prone to crosstalk)
DRAM cells with use of a word-level fault map [3].
Bitline crosstalk manifests as fluctuations in the read bit
values due to bitline voltage levels connected to the same
sense amplifiers [7]. It can be observed in cases within a
row where a weak cell and its two neighbors share the same
charge [4]. The weak cell may flip and produce incorrect
data [26]. Periodic Flip Encoding (PFE) has been recently
proposed to encode data to avoid these problematic patterns.
Knowledge of the location of weak cells from a fault map
allows PFE to guarantee to correct three faults with only two
auxiliary bits per block [27].
Weak cells can also manifest with reduced retention times.
This hampers power saving efforts by reducing refresh
intervals [28], [29] or requires additional error correction [30]–
[32]. While significant work has addressed each of these
problems, many of the correction schemes developed for
one fault either directly exacerbate another problem (bitline
twisting, increased refresh time) or require significant area
overhead for correction (e.g., multi-bit ECC).
2) PCM: PCM has been proposed as a potential replacement of DRAM for main memory to gain storage density
and save static power. It has recently gained commercial
traction in 3D Xpoint (Optane) memory [15]. Other than
the challenge of higher write energy, the primary concern
with PCM utilization is the limited write endurance (circa
108 writes) before cells become permanently “stuck-at” a
particular value. While these cells can be read, they can no
longer transition from their current amorphous or crystalline
phase [11].
Additionally, early failures of weak cells due to process
variation will severely limit the useful lifetime of PCM. By
extending the fault-tolerance capability from 10−4 to 10−2
using techniques like FLOWER and FaME, the lifetime can
be increased by more than 100% for a coefficient of variation
of 0.2. This improvement grows to 3.8× and 16.4× as CoV
grows to 0.25 and 0.3, respectively [33].

III. T HE FLOWER FAULT M AP
FLOWER is a bit-level fault map which scales to extremely
high fault rates to enable protection of bits which are either
susceptible to faults (i.e., weak) or have permanently failed.
This allows FLOWER to be applied to many memory technologies and fault types. A particular strength of FLOWER is
its relatively low area overhead compared to other techniques
which protect against very high error rates due in part to
its Bloom filter-based design. However, FLOWER provides
several key innovations to the Bloom filter concept to make
it suitable for high fault-rate memory instrumentation.
FLOWER is implemented using a Bloom filter and returns
a fault vector that is the same width as the memory row.
Each location with a fault is represented with a ‘1’ and fault
free cells with a ‘0.’ In a conventional Bloom filter design
a unified array is used to store each dimension of the filter.
As such, a memory row addressed with N bits is mapped
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Figure 4.
Two-Dimensional, unified-array FLOWER example. Red
represents faulty cells. M is the length of each row, N are the bits in
the address space for the memory, and k are the bits which result from the
hash function
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to an array of rows addressed by k bits, such that k < N.
The Bloom filter uses a hash function to map each of the
2N memory rows to the 2k rows of the Bloom filter storage.
Of course, as k < N, multiple memory rows will map to the
same row in the Bloom filter storage. Thus, faults recorded
in the Bloom filter will always be reported for the row in
which they exist, but false positives will also be inadvertently
reported for other rows that map to this location.
To minimize false positives with d-dimensional Bloom
filters, d independent hash functions map each row to d
different locations, effectively superimposing d Bloom filters
into a unified array. For a fault to be reported, all hash
functions, each of which returns a partial fault vector (PFV),
must agree the fault is present in the row into which each
hash is mapped. False positives are dramatically reduced,
although not entirely eliminated, using this method.
A two-dimensional example of this mapping to faults is
shown in Figure 4. Row 1024 has faulty bits at columns 1
and 5 and row 16880 has faulty bits at columns 1, 3, and
4. Row 1024 is translated to rows 417 and 780 by hash
functions one and two, respectively. Thus, for these rows,
bits 1 and 5 are set to ‘1.’ Row 16880 maps to row 780 and
921 for hashes one and two, respectively. In these rows, bits
1, 3, and 4 are set to ‘1.’ In general, for a d-dimensional
Bloom filter, each faulty cell will result in d cells set to one
in the Bloom filter, one for each hash.
In the example, row 5092 in the memory has no faults,
but maps to rows 417 and 921 in the Bloom filter. Because
bit position 1 is set in both of these rows in the filter, when
accessing this row in the fault map, it reports a false positive:
that location 1 is faulty due to the collision of data from
rows 1024 and 16880. For a d-dimensional fault map, fault
vectors for a given row are constructed through the AND
function of the PFVs accessed from each of the d hash
functions in the filter. Note, the faults for rows 1024 and
16880 are still reported correctly. The prevalence of false
positives directly correlates to the scalability and effectiveness
of FLOWER; thus we will discuss techniques to minimize
them in the next section followed by a discussion of the
FLOWER architecture along with an in-memory processing
extension in Section III-B.

hashing functions can further streamline the implementation
of FLOWER. In this section, we discuss these techniques to
adjust our Bloom filter implementation to be more efficient.
In order to motivate our approach we simulated several
fault maps with different storage capacities to study the use a
unified array versus multiple arrays, one for each dimension.
Maps of faulty cells were created using normal distributions
to mimic the impact of process variation and include spatial
correlation of faults [36] (more details in Section VI-B).
First we consider the impact of using a Bloom filter
using Murmur hashes with separate subarrays. Using a blockbased partitioning where for a d-dimensional fault map, each
dimension was allotted 1/d the storage space as the unified
array. The comparison of unified vs separate subarrays for the
Murmur hash in a FLOWER fault map are show in the blue
and orange bars, respectively, of Figure 5. The results show
that multiple independent arrays performed at least as well as
the unified array often reducing false positive rates. Moreover,
this allows partial fault vectors for different hashes to be
stored in separate sub-arrays in-memory which can support
parallel combination (e.g., using in-memory processing).
Murmur hashes, essentially pseudorandom hash functions,
were designed to minimize collisions in the unified array
Bloom filter. In separate arrays, the d hashes no longer have to
consider collisions/overlap with one another to minimize false
positives. They can instead focus on collectively retaining
the most information possible. Moreover, while simple for
software, the most efficient Murmur hash implementations
still require approximately 50 instructions each time the
address is hashed. This is a significant overhead for a hardware implementation. Thus, to simultaneously minimize the
complexity of the hashes while maximizing the information
retained by the filter we propose a minimum cumulative
intersection (MinCI) of the address space.
Our MinCI hashes are designed offline for a particular
memory size and fault map overhead and are implemented at
runtime by simple address bit masking. We define MinCI for
a given number of dimensions (d), address range (N), and
hash size (h = k − log2 d) to obey the following properties.
Each bit in the address space is used a (or a − 1) times. Each
hash shares b (or b − 1) bits with each other hash. Each hash
shares c (or c − 1) bits total, across all hashes. a, b, and c are
minimized given the particular d, N, and h. These conditions
for the minimum cumulative intersection can be intuitively
explained using an overlap matrix, which shows how many
times each hash overlaps with each other hash. An example
of an overlap matrix is shown Figure 6. Each cell contains
the bi, j value corresponding to the intersection of two hashes
specified by the matrix row and column, while c refers to
the sum of overlap for a particular hash along each column
(or row). When the conditions on a, b, and c are met, the
sum of the elements of the overlap matrix will be minimized

A. MinCI: A Tuned Hash for FLOWER
The application of a Bloom Filter for constructing a fault
map that reaches high fault rates can create more dense
structures than commonly employed in other applications.
Thus, it is important to develop tuned hash functions that
maximize the amount of information retained in the hashes to
minimize collisions in the filter. Moreover, there are several
opportunities to tune the hash function to support architecture
implementation. First, dividing the d-dimensional Bloom
filter storage into d smaller, independent subarrays, one for
each of the d hash functions, has some advantages for access
latency through parallelism. Second, employing simpler
4
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Figure 7. DRAM Organization for FLOWER using in-memory logical
operations.

protecting the other banks in the chip. Efficiently storing and
accessing FLOWER directly within the memory also requires
several adjustments to the memory system architecture. A
traditional solution for implementing d dimensions requires
d memory reads, each retrieving a PFV corresponding to
each hash function. These PFVs can be combined with an
AND operation directly at the memory controller. These faultmap memory accesses are a considerable overhead for each
memory access; therefore we propose an in-memory approach
to reduce this overhead where possible for both DRAM [38]
and PCM [39]. In our experimental evaluation we compare
the performance of both memory controller and in-memory
based combination of FLOWER PFVs.
1) In-Memory FLOWER Access for DRAM: To reduce
the latency and energy of multiple DRAM accesses on the
memory bus we leverage in-memory cloning and logical
operations, proposed by Ambit [38]. A row can be cloned if
the row is read into the row buffer and then a second row is
activated as the row buffer will override what is stored in the
row [38]. Logical operations can be conducted by activating
two rows simultaneously, along with a third control row [38].
Along each bit line the voltages are combined such that if
≥2 of the three rows contains a VDD the voltage will be
driven to VDD and if ≤1, the value is driven to VSS .
Reading from the in-DRAM FLOWER fault-map is shown
in Figure 8. First in steps 1 and 2, the two DRAM rows
corresponding to PFVs from the first two hash functions, H1 ,
H2 –in the example rows A1, A2–are cloned to reserved rows
R1 and R2. In step 3 the control row Ctrl is initialized to

and equal to the value given by Eq. 1:
d−1

∑ H(h ∗ d − i ∗ N) ∗ (h ∗ d − i ∗ N)
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Figure 6. 4 masks for MinCi hash functions assuming N = 9 address bits,
d = 4 dimensions, and h = 4 hash bits.
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where H refers to the Heaviside function [37]. Once MinCI
masks are computed for a particular N, d, and h, they can
be used for any system which uses the same N, d, and h.
A simple MinCI example is also shown in Figure 6. In this
example, d = 4, N = 9, and h = 4. Each of the N bits is used
by either one or two hashes, thus a = 2. Hash1 shares two bits
with Hash2 , and one bit with both Hash3 and Hash4 , for a
total of four bits shared. Hash2−4 have similar overlaps such
that b=2 and c=4. The gray and yellow bars in Figure 5 show
the false positive rate for the MinCI for both single (unified)
and multiple arrays, which indicate the MinCI approach
considerably reduces false positives over Murmur hashes.
The multiple arrays version of MinCI degrades slightly over
the unified array; however, the difference is small compared
to the improvement of MinCI over Murmur. Thus, using the
multiple array version of MinCI allows for several efficiency
optimizations in the memory architecture while providing
effective false positive minimization for FLOWER.
B. FLOWER Architecture
FLOWER uses the memory it is protecting to store the
fault-map. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 7,
where FLOWER is stored in one bank of a DRAM chip,
5
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3) Updating the Fault Map: While many faulty cells
can be determined at the time of manufacturing and testing
memory devices, endurance-based faults typically occur
throughout the lifetime of the memory. PCM, Flash, and even
DRAM can experience cells that fail due to use. FLOWER
naturally supports adding new faults into the fault map.
These faults can either be detected via the common readafter-write policy for non-volatile memories [40], or through
complementary ECC designed for the correction of transient
faults. Once a new fault is detected, the previous fault vector
( f v) for that row is updated with the new fault ( f v0 ). The
Bloom filter is updated by replacing each hash function’s
partial fault vector (p f vi ) with p f v0i = f v0 OR p f vi . Similarly
to Sections III-B1 and III-B2, this can be accomplished using
in-memory OR operations, possible in both DRAM [38] and
PCM [39]. However, when using FLOWER with volatile main
memory such as DRAM, upon system startup, the DRAM
map must be populated from secondary, non-volatile storage.
Thus, to protect against resident data loss, any new faults
added to FLOWER have a write-through policy, and must
immediately write updated FLOWER addresses to secondary
storage. While this might seem expensive, for all relevant
fault modes new failures occur very infrequently with respect
to the lifetime of the device in question. We quantify this
infrequency of new failures in Section VI-C. Thus, fault map
updates have only a minor, negligible impact on performance.

1.
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3, 6,9
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Subarray in Fault Map Space

In-memory 4D FLOWER reading example.

‘0’s. In step 4, rows R1, R2, Ctrl are opened simultaneously
to conduct the AND operation. Note the result of the AND
operation is left in all three rows and the row buffer [38].
Subsequent AND operations can be accomplished by cloning
the next dimension’s (e.g., H3 ) PFV, row A4 in the example,
into one of the two reserved rows (e.g., R2) [Step 5], resetting
the ‘0’ row [Step 6], and completing the AND operation
[Step 7]. After Step 10, the complete fault vector from a
4D map is available in the row buffer and can be returned
to the memory controller [Step 11]. For d dimensions, this
method requires d cloning, d − 1 AND, and d − 1 zeroing
operations.
When applying MinCI in separate arrays to FLOWER with
in-memory operations for the example in Figure 8, steps 1-4
for dimensions 1 and 2 can be completed in parallel to similar
steps for dimensions 3 and 4 in independent subarrays. Then
using similar steps to 5-7 the partial fault vector of dimensions
1 and 2 can be combined with the partial fault vector for
dimensions 3 and 4 and steps 8-10 can be eliminated. For d
dimensions this reduces the depth of computation from d-1
AND operations to log2 d AND operations.
2) In-Memory FLOWER for PCM: In-memory logical
operations in PCM can be completed by simultaneously
opening multiple rows, as in the DRAM case, using the
technique developed by Pinatubo [39]. In contrast to the
DRAM in-memory operations, instead of using a control row,
the result of the AND function can be obtained by shifting
the sensing threshold. For example, standard PCM sensing
tests between resistance (Ω) Ωhigh and Ωlow . By opening
two rows simultaneously each cell resistance is combined
along the bitline and can be tested in parallel. By adjusting
the threshold to be halfway between Ωlow+low and Ωlow+high
allows computation of the AND operation [39]. Theoretically,
more than two AND operations can be completed in a single
operation [39]. One key advantage of PCM in-memory logical
operations over DRAM is that no initial copying is needed
prior to activating two rows directly. Thus, in-PCM memory
access of FLOWER functions in a similar fashion to the
in-DRAM access from Figure 8 with some simplifications
due to the non-destructive read operation. Consequently, the
process of receiving a FLOWER result from PCM simply
requires d − 1 comparisons. Similarly to DRAM, in-memory
PCM bitwise operations can function across rows in different
sub-arrays or banks on the same die with a longer latency.

C. Implementation Details
The in-memory architecture, including combination of
multiple partial fault vectors using in-memory logical operations is about 20% faster and upwards of 40× more
energy efficient for DRAM [38], with potentially even higher
speedups for PCM, compared to combining partial fault
vectors at the memory controller. However, FLOWER access
is still a significant overhead. Moreover, using a potentially
faulty memory to store the fault map creates a challenge to
ensure that the fault map itself does not accrue faults.
1) Improving Performance: Whether performing the join
of FLOWER dimensions in-memory or at the memory
controller, the cost of accessing the fault map for every
address would be prohibitive, and unreasonable at low error
rates. Thus, FLOWER implementations for low-fault rates
and for faults which accrue over time should have an address
filter at the memory controller. This address filter is a simple,
small, and fast first-level Bloom filter that tracks which rows
have at least one fault [34]. If a row does not hit in the address
filter, the row is fault free and accessing the fault map can be
skipped. This filter allows the fault map to avoid significant
performance degradation through a 10−4 fault incidence
rate. The 10−4 fault rate is an important threshold, as it
is the tolerable limit for many existing schemes. Beyond this
limit, the FLOWER fault map is still capable of effectively
representing fault rates of as much as 10−2 where the first
level filter is less effective. Detailed performance results
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demonstrating the fault rate and performance tradeoff are
presented in Section VI-C.
2) Storing FLOWER Reliably: Storing FLOWER within
the memory it is protecting raises the question of reliable
operation in a potentially faulty memory. For most cases,
the special operation of the fault map makes it unlikely to
experience these faults. Endurance-based faults and faults
dependent on excessive write operations (such as wordline
crosstalk in DRAM) can be safely ignored due to insufficient
write activity in the fault map segment of the memory. Each
cell is only ever initialized to ‘0’ and written once to ‘1’
to represent a faulty cell. Moreover, each row of the fault
map is written at most M times (where M is the number of
bits in the row) over the course of the memory’s lifetime.
Additionally, write faults can be mitigated through read-afterwrite. Memories with high vulnerability to read disturbance
can use probabilistic refresh [2] or counter-based trees [25]
to protect FLOWER with nominal overhead. Also, FLOWER
could be protected by manufacturing the FLOWER region
with a less-aggressive fabrication process, as is assumed in
previous fault-mitigation strategies [41], [42].
Furthermore, a FLOWER implementation that combines
partial fault vectors at the memory controller can use ECC for
protection. However, when electing to use in-memory logical
operations for FLOWER, these operations may introduce
transient faults and cannot be directly protected by ECC [38],
because the ECC correction is not preserved over the AND
operation required to combine the Bloom filter dimensions
together. Our FLOWER-specific solution to this problem
will be discussed in the context of FaME in Section V-B2.
The next section describes how FLOWER can be used to
support existing fault tolerance techniques for various types
of technology specific faults (e.g., endurance faults) or those
due to deep technology scaling (e.g., crosstalk).

are written with the same charge (“111” or “000”), which we
refer to as “bad patterns.” These weak cells are discoverable
through system testing [4] and can be used to populate the
FLOWER fault map. Periodic Flip Encoding (PFE) [27], is
a technique to mitigate these bad patterns and significantly
benefits from knowledge of weak cell locations. As shown
in Figure 9, PFE either flips the first, second, or third bit (or
no bits) of each 3-bit grouping to break up bad patterns. Red
cells show a bad pattern overlapping with a weak cell (high
probability for a fault) and gold show a bad pattern without
a weak cell (no fault). PFE successfully avoids the fault in
the (c) “10” encoding even though some bad patterns exist
in the encoding, due to the knowledge of the location weak
cells from the fault map. The authors of PFE specifically
discuss the need for a bit-level fault map for fault-aware
protection [27], which provides an 100, 000× improvement
over fault-oblivious protection at a 10−4 fault incidence rate.
B. PCM Stuck-at Faults
Yielding optimized dependability assurance (YODA) [45]
is a technique to use stuck-at fault information to extend
ECP from correcting p to 2p + 1 faults1 , where p is the
number of pointers, by adding one bit for inversion. YODA
matches data to faults to determine stuck-at right (SA-R) or
wrong (SA-W) and points only to the SA-W values. YODA
dynamically writes rows of ‘0’s and ‘1’s to discover the
faults, significantly degrading lifetime (between 2×–3×).
FLOWER can keep separate maps for different errors, such
as stuck-at ‘1’ and stuck-at ‘0’ faults, which can avoid lifetime
reduction. However, in this instance, a single fault vector of
generic stuck-at locations along with the data currently stored
is a sufficient, lower overhead method to identify stuck-at ‘1’
and stuck-at ‘0’ faults. Nonetheless, the ability to segregate
types of faults that must be handled differently, such as
stuck-at faults and cells susceptible to write disturbance in
PCM [47], is a useful capability of FLOWER.

IV. FLOWER FOR FAULT T OLERANCE
There are several fault tolerance techniques [3], [27], [41]–
[45] that assume a priori knowledge of fault locations in
order to provide fault tolerance. Most of these techniques
assume a runtime method to detect the faults (such as read
after write) [46] and possibly employ a fault cache to avoid
adding these expensive tests [4], [42]–[44]. ArchShield uses
a word-level fault map [3]. Unfortunately, for high fault
rates, fault caches and word-level fault maps are ineffective.
Additionally, read after write tests are often unreliable as
faults can be probabilistic or instigated by unrelated accesses.
Moreover, they can accelerate further cell failures in the case
of endurance failures. Thus, FLOWER provides an alternative
which we discuss in the context of two examples, bitline
crosstalk in DRAM and stuck-at faults in PCM.

V. FA ME E RROR CORRECTION
In Section IV, we discussed how FLOWER can enable
and enhance previously developed fault-tolerance techniques.
Most importantly, however, FLOWER enables new faulttolerance techniques which otherwise would not be possible.
1 This

is classified as YODA1 [45].
Weak
Cell

A. DRAM Bitline Crosstalk
Recall from Section II, bitline crosstalk in DRAM occurs
probabilistically when a “weak” cell and its surrounding cells
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Figure 9. Encoding “0x5D5” into a 12-bit (11...0) with weak cells as
positions 7, 5, and 3, using PFE.
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1
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Update Queue

SA-R
1

A=[a0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7]

1

510 511

b) Yoda (11 bits)*

All pointers in use bit
Pointers to faults

…

H1=[1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1]
H2=[0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0]

c) FaME (3 bits)*

H1(A)=[a0, a2, a3, a5, a7]

All pointers in use bit

H2(A)=[a1, a3, a4, a5, a6]

Flip All Data Bit
Pointers to faults

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

BA,1,2=[a0, 0, a2, a3, 1, a5, 0, a7]
BA,1,6=[a0, 1, a2, a3, 1, a5, 0, a7]

Data
0 1 1

BA,2,3=[0, a1, 1, a3, a4, a5, a6, 1]

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Figure 11.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

Bit Position 10001010 (266)
Queue Pointer 00010

Candidate0 Address A

Updated
1

Candidate1 Address BA,1,2

1

Candidate2 Address BA,1,6

0

…

Candidate3 Address BA,2,3

0

FaME update cache.

auxiliary bits protects against f faults reported by FLOWER
across both the data and auxiliary bits.

Figure 10. Auxiliary bit example for a 512-bit PCM row for a) traditional
ECP, b) Yoda, and c) FaME. SA-W and SA-R refer to stuck-at-wrong and
stuck-at right cells. FaME and Yoda overheads do not include the fault map.

B. Accumulated Faults

In this section, we propose a new technique for correcting
stuck-at faults in PCM: Fault Map Enabled Error Correction.

FaME’s dependence on fault vectors for its encoding and
decoding operations allows it to use extremely small auxiliary
bit overheads. This dependence causes complications in
systems where faults accrue over time. Before updating a
row’s partial fault vectors, as discussed in Section III-B3,
data rows whose fault vectors will be affected by adding the
new fault must have their auxiliary bits updated, even if the
new fault is not a true fault (e.g., a false positive).
MinCI with multiple arrays allows some simplifications,
not possible with Murmur hashes, to allow discovery of all
the rows which might require updates. For example, consider
an 8-bit address (n=8), with a d=2 (2D) fault map that
requires a 25% overhead (k=5). Assume address A=[a0 ,a1 ,
...a7 ] has a hash function H j (A)→ [h j0 ,h j1 ,...h j4 ]. Due to the
properties of MinCI, H j (A) essentially strips n − k bits—
in this case arbitrarily bits at positions 1, 4, and 6—to
form a vector [a0 ,a2 ,a3 ,a5 ,a7 ]. Assuming a vector U that
contains all possible permutations of n − k bits, vector BA j
can be created from H j (A) and U, such that BA j = [a0 ,u0 ,a2 ,
a3 ,u1 ,a5 ,u2 ,a7 ]. Rows other than u0 = a1 , u1 = a4 , and u2 = a6
are the “conflicting rows” from the hash. Determining these
conflicting rows for all d hashes produces the pool of memory
rows that may require updates to their FaME bits. The size
of the pool is d2n−k . However, the number of writes can be
substantially reduced after checking the current partial fault
vectors for a potential candidate. Address BA j only requires
updates if, for the new fault position p and for all j, bit
p of the partial fault vector addressed at H j (BA j ) is ‘1’ or
H j (BA j )=H j (A).
1) Memory Update Queue: To avoid memory stalls, any
rows which satisfy the aforementioned conditions are added
to an update queue shown in Figure 11, while memory
accesses continue. The queue stores the bit position to update
in the fault map and a list of update candidates. Each update
candidate entry stores the address and a flag bit to indicate
whether the address is updated (re-written with the corrected
auxiliary bits) in memory. If an address in the update queue
is accessed and the auxiliary bits have been updated in
memory, the fault vector from the fault map is updated with
the stored bit position. Otherwise, the access proceeds using

A. FaME Design
In FaME, f bits are added to each memory row to provide
protection against f faults. Instead of requiring f pointers,
FaME utilizes the FLOWER fault vector, utilizing spare bits
for each reported fault location, in order. A comparison of
the auxiliary bit overheads to protect three faults for ECP,
YODA, and FaME are shown in Figure 10. Traditional ECP
requires 31 ECP bits per 512-bit row to protect three faults:
3 × 9 pointer bits, three spare bits, and one flag bit signifying
all pointers are used. ECP does not require knowledge of
SA-R or SA-W. YODA requires only 11-bits to correct
three faults: one ECP pointer, or nine pointer bits, one flag
bit, and one inversion bit (see Section IV-B). YODA also
requires knowledge of SA-‘1’ and SA-‘0’ fault locations.
FaME requires only three auxiliary bits to protect against
three faults2 . FaME requires knowledge of fault locations,
but does not distinguish between SA-‘1’ or SA-‘0.’
Because FaME only requires f bits per row to correct f
faults per row, there are several substantial advantages over
previous fault tolerance implementations, such as ECP. The
primary advantage is that FaME combined with FLOWER
can achieve a substantial area savings over ECP. For example,
if a 3.13% area overhead FLOWER fault map is used, six
fault protection per row requires an additional area overhead
of 6/512 or 1.2% for a total overhead of 4.3%. In contrast ECP
requires 61-bits per row for a 61/512 or a nearly 12% overhead.
Even if the nominal lost fault tolerance from false positives
is accounted for, FaME still provides substantial benefits in
area with iso-tolerance, fault tolerance with iso-area, or both
improved fault tolerance and area.
Faults in the auxiliary bits are protected in same way data
faults are represented, by extending the fault vectors with
auxiliary bits in the fault map. Thus, FaME can discover if an
auxiliary bit has a stuck-at fault. In this case, the auxiliary bit
identified as faulty will be skipped, such that FaME with f
2 FaME works properly if FLOWER reports false positives, but each false
positive will consume a spare bit and limit the fault tolerance capability of
FaME.
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Table I
UBER FOR IN - MEMORY COMBINATION PROTECTED WITH PETAL S
VERSUS MEMORY CONTROLLER COMBINATION PROTECTED WITH ECC-1
FOR A 4D FLOWER FAULT MAP.

Stored PETAL
0

Invalid AND’d ECC Bits

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

X X X X X

(1b) Generate using in-memory AND

(2) Calculate and Compare PETALS

Partial Fault Vectors (PFV)

1 != 0
(3) Access each PFV and Correct using ECC
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 P P P P P

PETAL
ECC-1

PFV ECC

H1(A) 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

P P P P P

H2(A) 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

P P P P P

H3(A) 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0

P P P P P

H4(A) 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

P P P P P

10−10
2·10−19
6·10−19

10−8
4·10−16
6·10−15

10−6
4·10−12
6·10−11

10−4
4·10−8
6·10−7

In particular, we present simulations of error rate analysis,
lifetime improvement in endurance limited memories (e.g.,
PCM), and performance impact comparisons.
We first conducted a sensitivity study on the false positive
rates when using one, two, four, and eight fault map
dimensions for both Murmur and MinCI hash functions.
In general we found that eight dimensions best minimized
false positives while one and two dimensions performed
significantly less well. However, four dimensions performed
nearly as well as eight, while reducing the number of inmemory logical operations, making four the best compromise.
A comparison of Murmur and MinCI hashing for four
dimensions is shown in Figure 5. The figure also shows
at which area overhead point the adopted MinCI hash
achieves fault reporting rate with minimal false positives—
i.e., approaching the stated incidence fault rate indicated by a
dashed line. Thus, unless otherwise specified, further results
are reported for 4D MinCI hashes targeting separate arrays.

Figure 12. (1) Data/FLOWER access, (2) PETAL comparison, and (3)
Error correction on petal detection.

the unmodified fault vector. Once all the candidates in the
update queue have been written, the fault vector for row A is
updated with the procedure in Section III-B3 and the queue
is flushed. In the rare case a second fault is discovered,
for example in row C, prior to completing the first fault
update, the write to row C stalls until the update to row A
is complete.
2) PETALs: In-Memory FLOWER Correction: Revisiting
error detection and correction for FLOWER in the context
of protecting the fault map against transient faults (such as
errors during in-memory AND operations), the FaME update
queue can also be used to support a fault tolerance structure
for the in-memory version of FLOWER. We add a FLOWER
PETAL (Parity Enabling Tolerance for Accelerating Logicin-memory) bit to each memory row (not just memory rows
storing FLOWER) requiring a 1/512 or 0.2% overhead, as
shown in Figure 12. The PETAL bit stores the parity of
the number of faults for the corresponding FLOWER fault
vector to that row. If there is a fault accessing a partial fault
vector, it may appear as a false positive (‘0’ read as ‘1’ where
all other hashes are ‘1’) or a false negative (‘1’ read as ‘0’
and all other hashes are ‘1’). The PETAL bit will detect
one fewer or one additional reported fault, which triggers
individual access of the partial fault vectors. These vectors
can be corrected using their ECC at the memory controller.
Note that the in-memory AND result of the ECC bits (shown
as ‘X’s in red) is unusable [38] and discarded. Furthermore,
multiple rows may require updates to the PETAL bit when
a new fault is added to FLOWER. This follows the same
process used to identify the rows requiring FaME bit updates.
The UBER of using PETALs to protect in-memory partial
fault vector combination is shown in Table I and compared
with using SECDED ECC at the memory controller across
different initial fault rates. Our goal was for the PETAL
approach to match ECC-1 when combining fault vectors
at the memory controller combination. PETALs provide
slightly higher error protection making the in-memory access
approximately as safe as ECC at the memory controller.

A. FLOWER for Enhanced Fault Tolerance
To begin, we analyze the improvement FLOWERaugmented fault tolerance provides to uncorrectable bit error
rate (UBER). We focus on the two cases from Section IV,
Bitline Crosstalk Correction in DRAM, and Stuck-at Fault
Correction in PCM.
1) Bitline Crosstalk Correction (DRAM): Figure 13 provides an iso-area study of the PFE algorithm [27] with and
without FLOWER for a faulty cell rate of 10−3 . It also
provides a comparison with a perfect “ideal” fault map for
the same instantiations of the FLOWER fault map. The PFE
labels indicate the encoded block size. For example, PFE16
adds two auxiliary bits for each 16-bit block resulting in a
12.5% overhead, with PFE32, PFE64, and PFE128 requiring
6.25%, 3.13%, and 1.56% overhead, respectively. When
utilizing FLOWER, half of the auxiliary bits are repurposed
for storing a fault map of the same size. For example, the
4D fault map for PFE32 uses 6.25% overhead to encode
faults and 6.25% to store a fault map, making it comparable
to PFE16 without a fault map.
For 12.5% total area overhead, fault-aware PFE32 with
FLOWER outperforms fault-oblivious PFE16 implementation
by >125×. Comparing the achievable correction capability
of FLOWER to an perfect (100% overhead) bit-level fault
map, PFE32+FLOWER is within 50% of the ideal fault
map with over 8× less area. At 6.25% total area overhead,
PFE+FLOWER has a similar advantage over no fault map
and is close to the ideal map. At the more coarse granularity

VI. R ESULTS
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of FLOWER
and FaME compared to existing fault tolerance schemes.
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5 per 64-bit word resulted in less tolerance (UBER higher
than 10−12 ) while requiring a much larger area overhead.
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B. FaME Lifetime Improvement for PCM
To determine the impact of YODA+FLOWER on the
lifetime of PCM memory we conducted experiments on
memory traces to a 1MB memory segment (16K 64-byte
rows), consistent with previous studies [43], [45]. Our custom
simulator determines the expected lifetimes of each cell in
the memory based on a probabilistically determined failure
map. The failure map is computed from the mean lifetime
(108 writes) and coefficient of variance (CoV) according to
a normal probability distribution with spatial correlation of
faults [36], [49]. The memory traces averaged over 12 SPEC
benchmarks using the largest datasets (SUITE), synthetic
traces simulating thrashing between two memory rows
(THRASH), and perfectly uniform wear-leveling (LEVEL)
were run in the simulator for 20 different failure maps3 at
CoV=0.2,0.3. During each experiment, once the number of
writes to a cell exceeds its lifetime, dictated in that particular
failure map, it is considered stuck-at its last recorded value.
Once two rows in the 1MB memory segment cannot be
corrected, we consider the memory to have failed and reached
the end of its life.
Figure 15 shows the lifetime results for iso-area (12.5%)
fault tolerance area overhead for different correction schemes
with and without FLOWER, all compared against the significantly higher 63% storage overhead ECC-5 as a baseline. As
expected, because of the high CoV, the system fails much
earlier than the mean cell failure rate of 108 writes. For the
SPEC benchmarks, on average, “No Correction” fails before
the 106 th write to the 1MB memory segment for a 0.3 CoV.
ECC1 and ECP6 improve this correction substantially, to
close to 108 writes to the memory segment before failure.
Assuming a CoV of 0.2 and dedicating 1.56% area
overhead for the fault map(s), YODA-5 extends the lifetime
compared to ECP6 by 4×. With the same encoding overhead,
FaME can provide 51 bit spares and extends the lifetime by
17× and 14× over ECP6 for CoV of 0.2 and 0.3, respectively.
Comparing to larger fault maps (6.25%) at the expense of
fewer auxiliary bits, we see an interesting behavior. For
SUITE, YODA achieves a longer lifetime with more pointers
and smaller fault maps (1.56%), while FaME achieves a
longer lifetime with larger maps (6.25%) and fewer auxiliary
bits. This is because FaME benefits from the drastically
reduced false positives, which more than make up for the
20 fewer spare bits. For LEVEL at 0.2 CoV, FaME31 with
the larger FLOWER fault map improves lifetime versus
no correction by 2,895× and 28× compared ECP6. This
improvement can be treated as an upper bound of the lifetime
improvement for the system. For THRASH, the benefit is,

Figure 13. Iso-area PFE correction capability at 10−3 incidence weak-cell
rate. Total overhead including fault map and encoding bits shown in “[].”

ECC-5

63%
Yoda-6

Yoda-5

Yoda-4
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Yoda-5
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ECP6
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ECP5
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Yoda-3

Yoda-2

Yoda-1

1E+00
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8%

1E-02
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1E-08
1E-10
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No
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Figure 14. Iso-area analysis of UBER for ECP with FLOWER, ECP’s
extension Yoda with FLOWER, and ECC-5 per 64-bit word at 10−3 fault
incidence rate. Colors indicate different fault map allocations: Orange:
6.25%, Green: 3.13%, Purple: 1.56%, Blue: 0%.

dictated by 3.13% total overhead, PFE+FLOWER provides
less than an order of magnitude advantage. In this case, the
loss of fault tolerance seems to originate from significant
reported false positives from FLOWER, as using an ideal fault
map would improve this result by two orders of magnitude.
2) Stuck-at Fault Correction (PCM): Figure 14 demonstrates the benefits of adding FLOWER to fault pointers
for permanent faults for a 10−3 fault incidence rate. The
areas are set approximately equal by replacing some pointers
with two fault maps (SA-‘1’s and SA-‘0’s) and an additional
“flip” auxiliary bit (see Section IV-B). For example, ECP4
dedicates four pointers and spares (8% overhead) but can
only handle four total faults. YODA uses one, two, and
three pointers with two 6.25%, 3.13%, and 1.56% overhead
FLOWER maps, respectively, while having the ability to
handle three, five, and seven reported faults, respectively.
Total fault tolerance overheads are varied from 8% to 14%.
At 8% area overhead, YODA-2 and YODA-3 with FLOWER
are superior to ECP4, with the latter nearing two orders of
magnitude improvement. By 10% area overhead, YODA-4
with FLOWER was sufficient to correct all possible faults
in our SPEC [48] benchmark simulations, which without
FLOWER requires ECP9. Thus, at this fault rate YODA
(unlike PFE) is tolerant of FLOWER’s false positives, making
lower investments in fault map size and higher investments in
auxiliary bits appropriate for this scenario. In contrast, ECC-

3 20 maps were deemed to have sufficient coverage as the difference in
results after including more than 10 maps was insignificant.
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Figure 16 shows detailed performance results, in terms of
instructions per cycle (IPC), for MinCI with multiple arrays at
6.25% fault map area overhead at different represented fault
rates and compared to turning off the first-level fault filter,
which has the same performance independent of error rate.
The striped bars indicate the additional IPC achieved by using
in-memory operations instead of bringing the four dimensions
individually into the memory controller. Certain benchmarks,
such as h264ref and libquantum, are not significantly
impacted by the FLOWER detailed fault map access, while
others, such as perlbench, gcc, and gromacs, can have
over 25% reductions in performance at 10−2 . However, a
general trend across all of the benchmarks is that ≤10−4
fault rates, the performance impact of FLOWER is within 2%
of an unprotected system, while still benefiting from the fault
map, due to the first-level filter. At 10−6 , this 2% degradation
comes almost entirely from the access overhead of the address
filter. Thus, FLOWER is competitive with previous techniques
that attempt to reach 10−4 fault rates. Moreover, FLOWER
can operate successfully at fault rates up to 10−2 , which
for compute oriented benchmarks is still competitive with a
fault free system. The significant performance impacts only
occur for some applications, and only once the concentration
of faults reaches the 10−4 threshold where other correction
schemes no longer operate. Compared to the performance
of ArchShield, which was reported as a 1% performance
degradation and handled up to 10−4 incidence fault rates,
FLOWER maintains within 2% performance degradation
through 10−4 . In this way, FLOWER allows the system to
perform correctly in a gracefully degraded mode after a 10−4
fault rate threshold.
Figure 17 shows the average normalized performance in
IPC as fault rates increase from 10−6 to 10−2 . Note, smaller
area budgets become ineffective when a sufficient fault rate
is reached. Missing bars are excluded intentionally as they
represent fault maps that report fault rates higher than 10−1 ,
thus providing insufficient accuracy. Depending on the desired
level of fault tolerance, the figure can help guide what fault
map area budget is sufficient. There is <1% performance
degradation for ≤ 10−5 fault rate for each of the fault map
storage overheads. At 10−4 , the viable limit of many other
proposed correction schemes such as ArchShield [3], MinCI
still maintains <2% performance overhead for fault map
storage overheads of ≥1.56%. For fault rates above 10−4 ,
the performance degrades, as expected, due to increased hits
in the first-level filter requiring more FLOWER accesses. At
10−3 , the performance of MinCI with multiple arrays sees
a 7% to 10% degradation, depending on the storage budget
with the smallest fault map overheads now insufficient to
provide sufficient fault resolution. By 10−2 , the first level
filter no longer provides any benefit (all rows appear faulty)
and at least a 6.25% area overhead is required.
In addition to the aforementioned fault map access delays,
there are also update delays for adding faults. Independent
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Figure 15. Lifetime to 1MB memory for 12.5% area budget (iso-area).
FLOWER overheads shown in “[].”

unsurprisingly, tempered—YODA and FaME improve over
ECP6 by only up to 1.8× and 3.4×, respectively at CoV=0.3.
However, as many systems aim to implement improved wear
leveling strategies, this THRASH (worst-case) improvement
can typically be avoided, and a behavior between SUITE and
possibly close to LEVEL is more likely. It is also important
to note that the trends bear out that more overhead dedicated
to the fault map has a better impact on maintaining fault
rates with higher CoV values. For both YODA and FaME,
the difference between CoV of 0.2 and 0.3 is tempered when
more space is dedicated to the map. The best performing
12.5% overhead approach (FaME31) achieves 22%–2.6×
better lifetime than ECC-5 using 5× less area.
C. Performance Impact (DRAM)
The fault tolerance enabled by FLOWER incurs a performance overhead from accessing the fault map. While
somewhat mitigated by filtering rows at low fault rates and
leveraging in-memory processing, FLOWER access latencies
are non-negligible and block subsequent fault map accesses.
To quantify the FLOWER performance impact we studied
different overheads at different initial fault rates. Performance
was simulated with the SNIPER full system simulator [52]
with a DRAMSim2 backend [53] using the architecture
parameters from Table II. Each memory access includes
the delay of the first-level filter and upon a hit indicating
at least one fault, the detailed fault-map is accessed as
described in Section III-B1. In these results we assume a
4D FLOWER implementation. The results shown are for
an average of 10 different fault maps3 using MinCI with
independent arrays, and are reported for an average 12 SPEC
CPU benchmarks. Results are conservatively reported for
DRAM due to the longer relative latency of in-memory AND
operations compared to PCM.
Table II
A RCHITECTURE PARAMETERS
CPU
Cache
4 out-of-order cores
Private L1 32KB Inst, 32KB Data
4 issue width, 4GHz clk
Private L2 256KB/Core
45 nm Technology
Associativity: 8 (L1 data and L2)
1GHz Frequency
Block Size: 64B
Memory: DDR3-1066 (8-8-8) [50] (4GB)
2 channels, 1 rank per channel, 8 banks per rank
4KB address filter, 3ns latency [34]
50ns (Subarray), 155ns (Inter-Bank) RowClone [51]
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Figure 16. IPC over 12 SPEC Benchmarks at 6.25% area overhead at different error rates (10−6 to 10−2 ) for FLOWER. Striped bars indicate IPC
improvement from using in-memory operations.

of memory size, our experiments for an endurance limited
memory indicate a 512-bit row, on average, can expect
approximately 2.5 million and 1.5 million accesses between
new failures when experiencing a fault rate of 10−4 and 10−2 ,
respectively. For a 4GB memory with perfectly uniform
writes, this translates into 2.6 · 106 and 1.6 · 106 writes
between failures at 10−4 and 10−2 , respectively. These fault
rates represent points late in the memory lifetime, after they
have accrued significant endurance faults. Thus, new faults
appear < 106 system writes, which is relatively infrequent.

at the same area overhead for SPEC workloads. Compared
to Archshield at 10−4 , a fault rate supported by physical
crosstalk studies of DRAM released within the last five
years [4], FLOWER+FaME can provide equal memory
protection while reducing the area overhead by 53% and
when scaling to higher (e.g., 10−2 ) fault rates, this overhead
advantage exceeds 7×. Further, we extend PCM lifetime
using FLOWER+FaME fault tolerance, which can reach
beyond 10−4 to 10−2 faults after continued use. While fault
map accesses do have performance overheads, in the typical
range of operation for existing systems (fault rates reaching
10−4 ), FLOWER has an average IPC degradation of < 2%
with a 1.6% area overhead across SPEC benchmarks. Thus,
to ensure long lifetimes in gracefully degraded operation,
FLOWER can tolerate up to 10−2 fault rates with approximately 80% and 83% of original average performance, for
memory controller and in-memory processing, respectively,
at 6-12.5% area overheads. Beyond traditional computing,
FLOWER/FaME will be critical for the success of embedded,
implantable, and IoT devices, which must be very small and
rely on dense memories with high inherent fault rates.

VII. C ONCLUSION

Normalized IPC

We present FLOWER, a low-overhead, bit-level fault
map that facilitates unprecedented levels of fault detection
while enabling previously infeasible correction schemes.
Additionally, we present FaME, a new fault tolerance scheme
for PCM endurance fault mitigation. Our novel hashing
technique tuned for FLOWER, MinCI, reduces false positives
and improves performance over traditional (e.g., disk-level)
hashes such as Murmur. Our in-memory strategy for multidimensional fault maps allows faster and more efficient fault
map accesses than traditional techniques conducted at the
memory controller. PETAL bits provides novel protection
for in-memory operations to enhance their reliability in
this context. FLOWER greatly enhances the correction
capability of a leading DRAM bitline crosstalk correction
scheme, PFE, providing an UBER improvement of over
125×. Similarly, FLOWER enables a pointer-based PCM
endurance fault tolerance scheme, YODA, to operate with
enhanced lifetimes. FLOWER combined with FaME provides
a 17× improvement in fault tolerance compared to ECP6
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